**Massive Adrenal Cyst**
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**Clinical Image Description**

Adrenal cysts are rather rare formations and the actual frequency is still unknown; among these, even more rare is the presence of large swellings [1].

We present a case of a 60-year-old male who came to our attention to the emergency room (ER) on April 9th, 2019 for the presence of abdominal pain. His past medical history is unremarkable with no history of trauma. The patient reported that he had not experienced nausea or vomiting and that he had not lost weight.

An abdominal CT-scan was performed showing massive abdominal cystic formation occupying the left abdomen of about 15 cm with low-density fluid content (Figure 1-2). This formation appears to have a posterior implant most likely of left adrenal relevance. No swelling in the right adrenal gland. No significant retroperitoneal lymphadenopathies. Absence of focal lesions affecting the liver, spleen and pancreas. Patent splenic-portal venous axis of regular size. Not ascitic layers. Preoperative blood tests showed an increase in inflammation indexes: WBC: 11,6 mm$^3$ and PCR:2,15 mg/dL.

An explorative laparotomy was therefore performed (Figure3). Upon entering the abdominal cavity, no free liquid was found in the abdomen. In the left abdomen, there is the voluminous cyst with thin walls and fixed with respect to the deep planes. In its anterior and medial position, it makes close contact with a jejunal loop from which it is smoothly cleaved. The cyst makes contact medially with the inferior mesenteric vein and cranially with the splenic vein and the inferior face of the pancreas while maintaining cleavage from them. In the deeper portion, the lesion is attached to the ipsilateral renal vein from which it is cleaved. Instead, it is inseparable from the lower horn of the left adrenal gland. It was decided to proceed by left partial adrenalectomy “en bloc” with the cyst wall. Due to the possible malignant origin of the cyst, the liquid is aspirated for the study of tumour markers.
The histological examination of the operating piece reveals the nature of the cystic formation corresponding to a simple cyst, without epithelial coating, with a hyaline fibrous wall in the adrenal gland with focal aspects of micronodular hyperplasia of the cortex. Following the gradual improvement of the clinical and laboratory picture, the patient was discharged on the seventh postoperative day. More than a year later, the patient remains in good clinical condition.

In conclusion, in the differential diagnosis of large abdominal cystic mass adrenal cysts should be considered.
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